
 
 

     EXEMPTION 
                (a – minor)     
 
            a     G       F         a     G   F 

1.  I need variety, I need action,  I´m not glued to any chair, 
                a          G        F               E4    E 

    I`m always looking for new connections,  what people think, I do not care. 
               a      G     F          a    G             F 

    There are never quiet minutes,  where I sit somewhere still. 
        a          G       F            E4        E 

    For me there are no limits.  I don`t need to rest and chill. 
 
 
2.  I don`t have a clean slate to show,  stand for gossips, twaddle too. 
    Wherever accusations and rumors flow,  I`m always part of that crew. 
    I give all nonsense my blessing  and take nothing seriously, 
    I`m self-confident possessing   assertiveness and intrepidity.      
 
 
              C               F          C    G 

Refr.:  I love freedom, independence,  I determine my own role. 
            C            F         E4                E 

       I like luxury and affluence.  Wealth means blessing for heart and soul. 
             C                   F                C                     G 

       I just count on fun and leisure,  throw every appointment slip in the trash. 
               C               F                     E4    E 

       Having parties is my pleasure,  don`t need much sleep to refresh. 
 
 
3.  I hate chaining myself to someone  who restricts confines my liberty. 
    Others might just spoil my fun,  I`m not keen on their peculiarity. 
    One night stands are, what I prefer.  I avoid forming very close bonds. 
    Obtrusiveness sets off alert,  when you`re bound, you can only despond. 
 
 
Refr.:  I enjoy my independence,  don`t need anyone by my side, 
       Staying alone shows foresight, prudence, secrets, feelings you don`t need to hide. 
       I don`t like sympathy, interest,  don`t want illusions just made by lies. 
       Fellow feeling could be at best  self-deception in my eyes. 
 
 
4.  But sometimes I ponder and doubt   my actions, my way of life, 
    critical thoughts may be allowed.   Deep inside I feel the drive 
    to gain more than superficial pleasure.  I miss depth in my existence. 
    Where can I find the greatest treasure,  in acceptance or in resistance? 
 
 
    What is the reason we exist,   and what`s the background of it all? 
    The`re so many things I have missed.  Tell me what`s the ultimate goal? 
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